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In order to improve the quality of project cost management, this paper uses BIM technology to analyze the whole-process project
cost to improve its management e�ect, uses the method of digital processing nuclear pulse signal to conduct simulation analysis,
and conducts preliminary simulation. Moreover, this paper discusses the characteristics of cost management data, analyzes the
process of BIM in the whole-process cost management of construction projects, and analyzes the possibility of using pulse digital
method to improve stability. In addition, this paper constructs the whole-process cost management of engineering projects based
on BIM.  rough the experimental research, it is veri�ed that the whole-process cost management system based on BIM
constructed in this paper has a good e�ect and can e�ectively improve the quality of cost management of construction projects.

1. Introduction

 e construction of engineering material price informati-
zation will involve a series of contents such as material price
information collection, data analysis and processing, and
material price prediction theory and model research. When
researching these contents, it is necessary to collect a large
amount of data and conduct qualitative and quantitative
analysis based on certain theoretical knowledge and with the
help of scienti�c research methods.  erefore, it is necessary
to conduct a research review from the two aspects of liter-
ature research and application research and collect and study
the current information on project cost and material price
and application. At the same time, it is necessary to learn
from advanced engineering cost informatization construc-
tion experience and scienti�c research methods related to
information collection, data processing, information pre-
diction, etc., so as to achieve the purpose of improving the
accuracy of material price information [1].

Some scholars have discussed the content and function of
the cost database at the theoretical level. e research believes
that the cost database is to decompose the collected cost data
according to the index dimension, so as to provide decision

support for the early stage and development of the project [2].
According to the research, the project cost database is com-
posed of cost index database, material price database, bid
evaluation committee, and credit archive database [3].  e
cost database is a management system, which can be divided
into multiple modules, and describes the design and estab-
lishment steps of each module in detail, including price da-
tabase, project database, cost index database, enterprise quota
database, and query module [4]. Some scholars also want to
describe the composition and implementationmethod of cost
database. However, due to the insu�cient collection of data
samples of completed projects, their research depth was
hindered [5]— according to the project cost index and con-
struction standard, plan the function scheme of the cost da-
tabase [6];Comparedwith the enterprise cost, according to the
data status and the actual needs of the enterprise, the project
cost database management system is constructed by using the
structuredmethod to help the construction enterprise predict
thebiddingproject cost, give full play to thevalueof theproject
cost, and complete theproject cost data [7]. ewhole-process
management of engineering cost should be based on the
centralized management and collaborative management of
information at each stage.  e sharing and circulation of cost
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information in the whole process can be realized by inte-
grating the cost index analysis system, enterprise database,
construction of bill of quantities, and other subsystems [8].
Based on the theoretical basis of dynamic cost management,
this paper expounds the application of cost database in de-
cision-making and bidding links [9]; on the basis of the
technical parameters and cost indicators of the existing cost
database, the management method of the installation project
cost database is mainly analyzed, and an example analysis was
carried out [10].

In practice, rules are frequently changed and new con-
straints are added to the original rules, and the actual classi-
ficationeffect is alsounsatisfactory.)erulebase that costs a lot
of manpower and time can only be applied to some classifi-
cation projects with a large sample size; there are a large
number of unclassifiable cases in practical applications, which
all reflect the limitations of traditionalmethods [11]. Reference
[12] learned that a relatively advanced classification rule base
system in the industry will generate about 20% to 30% of
unclassified lists in the process of classifying lists in a project
costdocument.Reference [13] assumes that the systemcan)e
results of the classified list are all correct; that is, the accuracy
rate is up to 80%, which is used tomeasure the effectiveness of
several methods. After analyzing the idea of the rule matching
method, we still focus on the main list attributes of concern to
the traditional rule matching method, but the main list at-
tributes are extracted as a whole rather than a combination of
several attributes, and the text classification method based on
machine learning is used. System intelligent finds the degree of
correlation between text features and each category label, gives
the predicted classification label of the list in the form of
realiability, and can use the entire training sample set as a
reference for classification, avoiding the limitations caused by
manual labor. It has more reference value and saves a lot of
manpower and time costs, and the accuracy rate is also im-
proved. It is a better standardized classification method than
the traditional rule matching method [14].

)e massive heterogeneous data owned by the cost data
management and analysis system contains a lot of infor-
mation, which is the basis for cost management and decision-
making. Integrating cost engineering data resources, building
a cost data warehouse, and developing reports and risk
warning systems on this basis are the keys to improving cost
data management and analysis efficiency. However, it is also
possible that a large amount of dirty data exists in the data
warehouse system.)emain reasons for dirty data aremisuse
of abbreviations and idioms, different units of measurement,
missing values of words, data entry errors, spelling changes,
duplicate records, outdated encoding, etc. [15]. Even if the
design and planning of the data warehouse system are
complete, if there is a lot of dirty data in the system, then the
data warehouse system is still meaningless; because the data
of this system is garbage data, the result is the output of
garbage data that cannot be effectively dealt with; that is, the
system is a “garbage in, garbage out” system. )erefore, in
order to effectively remove dirty data, the data must be
cleaned reasonably in the data warehouse system [16].

)e data cleaning process of the cost data management
and analysis system must meet the following conditions:

First, whether it is a single data source or multiple data
sources, all obviously inconsistent data information or errors
in the data source are required to be detected. Second, try to
reduce the amount of manual operations and procedures,
and the data source is required to be easy to expand and add.
)ird, data cleaning should be combined with data trans-
formation. Fourth, there should be corresponding rules for
data conversion and data cleaning [17].

)e underlying reason for the trend of big data is that
more andmore things exist in the form of data. In the field of
engineering construction, whether it is a quota, an estimated
index, or a bill of quantities throughout each stage of the
project construction, the cost information related to the
project is all in the form of data. )e form can be trans-
formed and expressed and can be analyzed using tools such
as computers. Project cost information refers to the inte-
gration of all project-related cost characteristics, states, and
information about their changes. Its content includes var-
ious quota data, specifications, national policies, and
decrees. Estimated indicators, estimated budget quotas, and
other technical and economic indicators and parameters, as
well as the basis for studying the trend of project cost
changes, are the basis for compiling and reviewing project
proposals and feasibility study reports, comparing and
selecting design schemes, compiling design estimates, and
bidding quotations from contractors. )e management of
power grid project cost information refers to the process of
collecting, processing, storing, analyzing, publishing, and
feeding back cost information [18].

)e cost index information of various projects contains
unique cost information and general cost laws, which can
provide a basis for the cost estimation of proposed projects or
projects under construction. By processing the collected his-
torical cost data of completed projects according to the project
construction stage, the project cost indicators of subcompo-
nent projects, unit projects, and even single projects can be
obtained. )e project cost of the construction project is cal-
culated, and the individualorcomprehensiveproject cost index
is calculated. Whether it is a data sharing platform or a cost
prediction system, it is based on a large amount of data pro-
videdbyallparties involved in theproject.Basedon themassive
and complete data reserve, the database of the completed
project is used to predict the cost index, and the cost infor-
mation is analyzed. Systematic analysis can realize the effective
management and interactive use of “big data” and achieve the
benefit sharing of all parties involved in the project [19].

)is paper uses BIM technology to analyze the whole-
process project cost to improve its management effect and
promote its refined management.

2. Digital Processing Simulation and Cost Data
Signal Simulation

2.1. Digital Simulation of Signals. Due to the existence of
various interference factors in the actual measurement
system, noise signals will be superimposed on the actual
measurement signal. We use random functions to simulate
noise and construct a single digital nuclear engineering cost
data signal in the form of (1). )e simulation effect is shown
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in Figure 1.)e noise in (1) adopts a fixed noise level, and the
method of proportional noise can also be used as shown
in (3).

I �
0(i � 1∼200),

2000 × e
((200− i)/100)

+ 200 ×(0.5 − Rnd(i))(i � 201∼2048).


(1)

)e generation of random signals can also be generated
by the design method of the mixed congruence method, and
the actual simulation effect is also very ideal. )e basic al-
gorithm is shown in (2), and the output X (i) is a random
number between 0 and 1.

X(i) � (K × X(i − 1) + C)modM,

X(i) �
X(i)

M
.

(2)

Among them, K� 2045, C� 1, M� 32768, and X (0) can
be set arbitrarily.

Using the pseudorandom number R (i), we design y (i)�

200×R (i) + 1000 (i� 1∼4096) and get the amplitude dis-
tribution as shown in Figure 2 and the amplitude spectrum
as shown in Figure 3.

)e continuous digital nuclear engineering cost data
signal is generated by (3), the engineering cost data signal is
digitally shaped, then the pulse amplitude is analyzed, and
the pulse amplitude spectrum as shown in Figure 4 is ob-
tained. In the experiment, S–K digital forming and triangle
digital forming are mainly adopted.)e results show that the
distribution of pulse amplitude basically conforms to the
normal distribution and the resolution reaches 6.64%.

I �
0(i � 1∼49),

2000× e
((50− i)/100)

+600×(0.5−Rnd(i))(i � 50∼128),


(3)

2.1.1. S–K Forming Digital Simulation Method. By modi-
fying the calculation model of the single nuclear engineering
cost data signal (as shown in (4)), the change ratio of the
noise and the signal is made consistent. In the analog system,
S–K shaping 1S can improve the S/N of the signal, which
may change the amplitude distribution of the pulse, so the
S–K distribution signal as shown in Figure 5 can be obtained
by digital S–K shaping of the original pulse. )e formula of
digital S–K forming is shown in (5), and the circuit model of
digital S–K forming is shown in Figure 6. By analyzing the
pulse amplitude of the digital pulse after digital S–K shaping,
the Gaussian pulse amplitude spectrum whose distribution
conforms to the normal distribution as shown in Figure 7 is
obtained.)e resolution of the amplitude spectrum is 3.73%.
Since the noise in the original signal is much reduced, there
are no interfering peaks in the calculated spectrum.
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Figure 1: Simulation of a single nuclear signal.
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Figure 2: Amplitude distribution diagram.
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Figure 3: Amplitude spectrogram.
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y1 �600×e
((50−i)/20)

(i�50∼128),

y2 �

0(i�0∼49),

2000×e
((50−i)/20)

+y1×(0.5−Rnd(i))(i�50∼128)

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(4)

yn �
k+2k

2
 ×yn−1−k

2
×yn−2+2xn

1+k+k
2 , n>0,

yn �0, n≤0.

(5)

)enoise level in the signal is increased, as shown in (6), the
signal still adopts (3), and the above steps are repeated to obtain
the Gaussian pulse amplitude spectrum distribution shown in
Figure 7. )e pulse amplitude spectrum also conforms to the
normal distribution, the resolution of the amplitude spectrum is
reduced to 6.22%, and there is no interference peak. )e

experimental data show that the noise level is an important
factor affecting the signal amplitude resolution of the nuclear
engineering cost data. )e size of the noise depends on the
detector itself and subsequent circuits. )erefore, in the sim-
ulation process, the amplitude distribution of the output digital
engineering cost data signal can be determined by adjusting the
noise level, so as to realize the signal simulation of different types
of detectors with different resolutions.

y1 � 1000 × e
((50−i)/20)

. (6)

2.1.2. Digital Simulation Method of Triangle Forming.
Triangular digital shaping can also improve the S/N of the
nuclear signal, potentially changing the amplitude
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Figure 5: Circuit model diagram of digital S–K forming.
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Figure 6: Signal simulation and digital S–K forming results of
continuous nuclear engineering cost data.
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Figure 7: Amplitude spectrum distribution of analog and digital
engineering cost data signal (original signal + digital S–K shaping).
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distribution of the pulses. )erefore, the original pulse
simulated by the (4) is calculated by the triangular digital
shaping (7)–(9), and the triangular-shaped pulse as shown in
Figure 8 can be obtained. As with S–K digital shaping, the
digital pulse after triangular digital shaping is subjected to
pulse amplitude analysis to obtain the triangular pulse
amplitude spectrum (triangular pulse) as shown in Figure 9.
)e results show that the pulse amplitude spectrum also
conforms to a normal distribution and that the resolution of
the amplitude spectrum is 1.18%, which almost has the same
effect as the digital S–K shaping. Further, the level of noise is
modified to (6), resulting in a triangular-shaped pulse
amplitude spectrum (triangle 1) with a reduced resolution of
5.95% in Figure 9. At this point, no interfering peaks appear,
and the output signal of most detectors can be simulated
very well.

d
k,1

(j) � v(j) − v(j − k) − v(j − 1) + v(j − k − 1), (7)

p′(n) � p′(n − 1) + d
k,1

(n), n≥ 0, (8)

s(n) � s(n − 1) + p′(n) + d
k,1

(n)M, n≥ 0. (9)

In a word, through digital simulation, whether it is a
single project cost data signal or a continuous project cost
data signal, using digital S–K filter to process the continuous
nuclear engineering cost data signal with random noise can
convert the analog nuclear signal that does not conform to
the normal distribution into the nuclear engineering cost
data signal that conforms to the normal distribution.
Moreover, the signal simulation of different types of de-
tectors with different resolutions is realized by adjusting the
level of noise, and the signal simulation effects for detectors
with different resolutions are basically the same.

2.2. Application Research of Digital S–K Filter in Nuclear
Signal Processing. )e low-pass S–K filter is numerically
analyzed; four nodes (nodes 1∼4) are marked in Figure 5;
and the corresponding voltages Vf, Vp, Vn, and Vo are,
respectively, identified. According to the KCL (Kirchhoff
Current Law) and so on, four transfer formulas such as
(10)–(13) can be established:

Vin − Vf 

R1
�

Vf − Vp 

R2
+ C2 ×

d Vf − Vo 

dt
, (10)

Vf − Vp 

R2
� C1 ×

dVp

dt
, (11)

Vn � Vo ×
R3

R3 + R4
, (12)

Vn � Vp. (13)

In the above formulas, we take R1 � R2 � R, C1 � C2
� C, and (R4 + R3)/R3 � a.

After combining (10)–(13), we first write the input signal
and output signal as a digital sequence x(n), and then write it

in the form of digital differential: select dt−At, and set
(R × C/Δt � k). By derivation, the form of digital recursion
of (14) and (15) can be obtained.

yn �
k ×(3− a) +2k

2
  × yn−1 − k

2
× yn−2 + sxn

1+ k + k
2 , n>0, (14)

yn � 0, n≤0. (15)

To sum up, the digital S–K shaped output signal of
nuclear engineering cost data signal can be realized by re-
cursive calling of (14) and (15). Among them, k and a
represent the adjustment parameters of the S–K shaping
output signal, and adjusting k and a can, respectively, adjust
the pulse width and pulse amplitude of the output Gaussian
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Figure 8: Signal simulation and digital triangulation results of
continuous nuclear engineering cost data.
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waveform. )erefore, k is defined as the frequency filter
factor, and a is defined as the amplitude filter factor.

A random noise signal (amplitude is 0∼500, which is
implemented by the random number generator function in
Matlab) is superimposed on the original sinusoidal signal
(amplitude is −1000∼+ 1000, and 360 points are one cycle)
as input signal. After adjusting the filter parameters, the
output signal is obtained (the more suitable filter parameters
are k� 25, a� 1.15), and the output signal has a phase shift,
as shown in Figure 10.

A random noise signal is superimposed on the ideal
negative index input signal, so that the simulation effect is
closer to the real nuclear engineering cost data signal. It is
easier to analyze the improvement effect of the digital S–K
filter on the S/N of the digitally shaped signal with noise,
thereby improving the simulation effect in the literature. As
shown in Figure 11, the input signal with negative index has
r = 50, the maximum value is 2000, the noise is a random
number between −100 and + 100, and the SN of the input
signal is 10 db. After being shaped by digital S–K filter
(k = 40, a = 2), the SN of the output signal reaches more
than 30 db. )is is consistent with the performance of the
analog low-pass S–K filter, which shows that the digital
low-pass S–K filter can improve the signal quality with
small SN.

Because the nuclear spectrum measurement has certain
statistical fluctuation characteristics, the original spectrum
data obtained by the instrument is not very smooth, and
there will be some burrs. )e pulse amplitude spectrum
obtained by inputting a nuclear pulse with very good
smoothness also has this characteristic.)erefore, smoothing
must be performed on the spectral data. In the smoothing
method of nuclear spectrum data, multipoint (such as 5-
point) smoothing is generally used in the early days. In recent
years, new methods such as FFT transform filtering, Kalman
smoothing filtering, and wavelet smoothing filtering have
been adopted. Figure 12 is the processing effect of the digital
S–K filter on the Cs-137 spectral measurement data. )e k
value and the a value are continuously adjusted by analog
calculation, and finally a satisfactory value is obtained. )e
calculated raw spectral data is the raw spectral data of Cs-137
measured by a high-precision lithologic density logging
digital energy spectrum measurement system (without data
processing). )e instrument uses a NaI (Tl) scintillation
detector with MCA of 256 channels.

To specifically analyze the effect of smoothing, we mainly
analyze the smoothness of spectral data and changes in the
resolution of spectral data.

Because Kalman smoothing filtering and wavelet
smoothing filtering are more complicated to calculate, they
are generally analyzed by a software tool (such as Matlab,
OriginLab). )erefore, digital S–K filtering, FFT filtering,
and multipoint smoothing filtering are generally used in
practical applications.

For the change of spectral line smoothness, the
smoothness of the peak tail part is analyzed by intercepting
the spectral data of 250–750 channels, and the effect of fitting
the curve using a quartic polynomial is shown in
Figures 13(a)–13(c).

Inaddition, the algorithmof thedigitalS–Kfilterusesdata
processing from left to right. Because of the problem of the
iterative algorithm itself, the subsequent output results are all
shifted backwards, as shown in Figure 13. By improving the
algorithm, all the filtered output data can be shifted to the left
by the number of offset channels, and the previous corre-
sponding offset data can be discarded.)e post-offset data is
set to zero to overcome the spectral peak shift problem of the
S–K digital filter for spectral line smoothing.

In a word, the digital S–K filter can be applied to the real-
time processing of nuclear engineering cost data signals by
improving the digital S–K filter by using the differential
method. Moreover, it can also be applied to the smoothing of
spectral data of nuclear spectrummeasurement, and it shows
its certain superiority in real-time data processing of nuclear
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spectrum measurement, which forms a relatively complete
digital S–K filter.

3. The Whole-Process Cost Management of
Construction Project Based on
BIM Technology

)e whole-process cost consulting information management
environment based on BIM technology is shown in Figure 14.

In the investment estimation stage of the whole-process
cost consultation process based on BIM technology, firstly,
the whole-process consultation unit no longer communi-
cates with some or a certain participant alone, but com-
municates and coordinates information with the
participants based on the collaborative management plat-
form. )e parties are no longer only involved in a certain
stage of the construction project. For example, the design
unit no longer only participates in the design of the project
but, based on the collaborative management platform,
comprehensively sees the feedback information of all parties
involved. Moreover, it adjusts and revises the design model
in a timely manner, continuously optimizes the model, and
reduces changes in subsequent stages, which plays an im-
portant role in reducing the cost of rework changes. Sec-
ondly, in the cost consulting management environment,
based on investment estimates, contract prices, construction
budget changes, claims, settlement decisions, sub-con-
struction plan models, design models, cost models, con-
structionmodels, and as-built models are designed. Based on
the model, the cost management and control of different
stages can be clearly compared with the technical and
economic indicators of each stage, which plays a good role in

cost control. )irdly, according to the investment estimate
determined by the scheme model, the design model can be
controlled when the model is built, and then the design
budget can be reasonably determined. )e design model is
imported into the cost model, then the construction is
simulated, and the construction model can be reasonably
determined. )e optimization and change of the design
model can be reflected in the construction model in time,
which greatly reduces the double accounting of costs. )e
cost model can reasonably control the contract price, and the
construction model can accurately match the contract price.
Finally, the construction model meets the needs of the
builder and plays a good guiding role in the later operation
and maintenance. Due to the comprehensive information of
claims and other information in the construction stage, the
as-built model truly reflects the final accounts of the project.
)e whole-process cost realizes the smooth communication
and application of information.

BIM can provide great help for each stage of the whole-
process cost consulting business of construction projects,
improve the effectiveness of business processes at each stage,
predict unreasonable projects, and greatly reduce project
physical and virtual costs. An example of project cost
management using BIM technology is shown in Figure 15.
)erefore, it is of far-reaching significance to apply BIM to
the information environment required for the development
of project business processes. )e information sharing
platform built by BIM can keep dynamic contact at all stages
of the whole-process cost consulting business of the con-
struction project, which is beneficial to control the total cost
of the entire construction project and improve the invest-
ment efficiency of the entire project.

The whole-process cost consulting unit

Development
organization

Design
organization

Agent
organization

Construction
organization

Supervision
organization

Scheme
model Design model Cost model

Construction
model

Supervision
model

Investment
estimation

stage

Design budget
phase

Bidding and
control stage

Contract
implementation

stage

Completion
settlement stage

Investment
estimation Design budget Contract price 

Construction
budget change

claim

Settlement and
final accounts

Comfirm Comfirm Comfirm Comfirm Comfirm

Comtrol
Import Dynamic control Maintenance

Optimize, change

Accurate matching True reflection

Figure 14: )e whole-process cost consulting information management environment based on BIM technology.
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After constructing the whole-process cost management
system of construction project based on BIM, the effect of
the system is verified. In this paper, multiple sets of con-
struction data are combined to perform system verification,
and the test results shown in Figure 16 are obtained.

)rough the above research, it is verified that the whole-
process cost management system based on BIM constructed
in this paper has good effects and can effectively improve the
quality of cost management of construction projects.

4. Conclusion

At present, the standardized classification of engineering
cost list mainly relies on a rule-based matching method. In
this method, the cost list is regarded as the sum of several

attributes, and the commonality of the attributes of
similar lists in the historical project cost list is manually
summarized into rules by engineering cost experts. In the
future project cost list data, the new list data is classified by
matching the rules in the rule base. However, this method
is inevitably affected by the professional level of cost
experts, personal experience, and other human supervi-
sory factors. Humans can only summarize explicit
knowledge but cannot find hidden associations among
data, and there may be a problem of one-sidedness in
manually concluded rules. )is paper uses BIM tech-
nology to analyze the whole-process project cost to im-
prove its management effect. )rough the experimental
research, it is verified that the whole-process cost man-
agement system based on BIM constructed in this paper
has a good effect and can effectively improve the quality of
cost management of construction projects.
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Figure 15: Example of project cost management using BIM technology.
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Figure 16: Effect verification of the whole-process cost manage-
ment system of construction projects based on BIM.
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